It has been rumored that somewhere in MIT, hidden behind all the books and problem sets, there lurks a man who is truly ugly. Alpha Phi Omega has managed to narrow down the search to eight suspects. It now needs the MIT community's aid in apprehending the one most vicious creature, the Ugliest Man on Campus. The line-up is as follows:

1. **MATT “THE BEAST” BEASLEY** - from Eta Potato Spud House (Phi Kappa Theta) — last seen as the “head of the department of redundancy head.” He is usually dressed in his favorite chains and “BEAST” tattoo.

2. **DON “DÉJÀ VU” GARVETT** - from MacGregor F2. With jaws of steel and skin of scales, this creature bears a strange resemblance to a live alligator.

3. **DAVID S. GROMALA** - Delta Tau Delta. One of the more foolish candidates — “I tink I kin do a well job because I am an ellsflamesey expert. I kin out-ugly any a dem guys.”

4. **ROWF KNOPF** - sponsored by the citizens for ROWF Committee of Senior House. This muscle-bound candidate has a type of ugliness all his own — and a strong odor.

5. **DAVID PAKTOR** - MacGregor G Entry - “David of Newark” is exposing himself to the public eye because he is “tired of being treated as a sex object.” Judith Crist has said: “Absolutely disgusting... One of the worst ever.”

6. **KENNETH “GRIN” SKIER** — an inhabitant of East Campus. Ken’s most potent weapons are his enormous mouth and his distinctive odor. Attempts to measure this odor have revealed it to be beyond the range of our equipment.

7. **HERMANN QUINCY WITHERSPOON** — Random Hall. The official report of the Hermann for UMOC Committee reads: “Hermann’s ugliness is too vast to be assimilated by human senses... It has been rumored that those who look at Hermann don’t remember anything because their minds refuse to accept what their eyes tell them...”

8. **MATTHEW LIEFF** - MacGregor E Entry - MIT is having a relapse of Matthew Lieff. This fiercely belligerent suspect is out to prove that last year’s UMOC Contest in which he was a contestant was a farce, having been won by a poor dupe of the Beauty Bosses rather than a candidate with true natural ugliness.

The above candidates are considered extremely dangerous. If spotted they should be reported to the UMOC booth which will be set up for this purpose in Building 10 from Monday, November 30, through Friday, December 4, from 9 to 5. Witnesses are encouraged to cast as many votes as possible for the suspect of their choice. Votes are in the form of donations to the CARE Pakistan Relief Fund, one penny per vote.